The Albion Soccer Club would like to thank you for your interest in our annual tryouts.
Albion SC has been the model of player development, advancement, and placement
within Southern California and the USA. Albion SC is recognized as one of the top 3
programs in all of San Diego and is among the best in Southern California. As we move
forward, the Albion SC organization is seeking National exposure and recognition for its
teams and players.
The Albion program is a structured program for the competitive soccer player. Albion
Soccer focuses on building a strong foundation of technical training and “complete soccer
development”. The Albion program instills a club curriculum in which every player will
learn the necessary skills and proper techniques to perform at the competitive level.
Technical skills, advanced moves and game strategies will be incorporated as player’s
progress through the levels of the program. The development of each player is the
yardstick by which we measure our success. The Albion Coaching Staff is committed to
providing the best possible guidance and professional coaching for player development
and advancement of players.
Albion Soccer is a program dedicated to the development, advancement and placement of
each player as they progress through the program. Beginning with our younger age
groups, the focus is to build a strong foundation of development. As players develop and
progress in age and ability, Albion Soccer provides a systematic program in which teams
will advance in competition level. As teams advance and compete at a National level,
Albion SC will provide opportunities and assist individual players and teams to gain
college exposure. Individual players will receive guidance from the organization to help
prepare and place players at the college or professional level.
As a result of the program, Albion Teams have established a” Style of Soccer”
synonymous with the Brazilian style of soccer. The Albion “Style of Soccer” consists of
structured teamwork, a total passing game and creative play by individuals displaying
advanced skills. Therefore, we are looking for the right players with a positive attitude,
commitment, desire, intensity and passion for the beautiful game of soccer.
Albion SC teams will approach the season with an emphasis on player development. In
addition to our regular season, Albion teams will compete in highprofile tournaments
with the ultimate goal to win a State Cup Championship. Albion also takes the U14 age
group each year to Brazil to experience first hand the style and structure of Brazilian
soccer.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your interest in our program. For
more information about the Albion Soccer program or a specific team, please contact:
Noah Gins, Technical Director @ (619) 2792812 or albionsc@san.rr.com

